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Testimonials: 
     Dr. Henry Smith Rohrberg 
"One Transformational Breath®   session is equivalent to about two years of psychotherapy."  
 

Diane Finlayson, More Than Just Art.  
“Transformational Breath has been and is one of the most significant self healing processes I have yet to 
experience.  Discarding what no longer serves on every level, be it physical, emotional, spiritual or mental, 
each  session brings a new awareness, an open door to change.  I am committed to myself through the 
breath.” 
 

Annie Hebert 
“The Presence of Breath weekend I attended was truly a life changer. I came to it with no particular inten-
tion but to learn something new. What I experienced during the 5 breath sessions goes beyond words. I 
was able to work through subconsciously suppressed emotion dating back to my early childhood and in 
doing so, released a lot of chronic pain. I feel joy again in my life. The facilitators where so caring, non-
judgmental and knowledgeable. I formed wonderful bonds of friendship with the other participants. I have 
been able to use conscious breathing at home daily and have been r ecommending Transformational 
Breath to my family and friends.”  

 

Kathleen and Paul have been building communities through a variety of modalities which 
assist people in transforming their lives.  Each participant experiences movement to higher 
states of consciousness and to unconditional love – love without want, love that  replaces 
suffering with peace and joy, effort with play, and doing with being. They practice, teach 
and facilitate the self-empowering modalities of Transformational Breath®, Alchemical 
Hypnosis, Access Consciousness - Bars, Oneness Blessing and Reiki. They also incorpo-
rate methods they have learned in their decades of personal spiritual work and service.  

 
Experience the benefits of a full, deep, connected breath.   Receive ten full Transforma-
tional Breath® sessions. See how your unique breath pattern impacts your life. Learn to 
self-facilitate your own breath sessions to expand and express your highest potential.  Fur-
ther develop your practice with many supporting tools.  


